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Quantum Spin Hall Materials

Chuanwu Cao and Jian-Hao Chen*

The quantum spin Hall (QSH) effect describes the state of matter in certain
2D electron systems, in which an insulating bulk state arises together with
helical states at the edge of the sample. In stark contrast to its closest kin, the
integer quantum Hall state, the QSH state exists only in time-reversal
symmetric system (e.g., in non-magnetic materials and without the
application of external magnetic field). This article reviews the development of
the understanding and construction of the QSH states after their first
theoretical proposal, with an emphasis on the materials perspective. Certain
semiconductor quantum wells and 2D materials with strong spin–orbit
coupling have been found to support QSH states.

1. Introduction

The quantum Hall (QH) state, discovered in 1980,[1] gave an ex-
ample of dramatic modifications to the electronic dispersion re-
lation in 2D systems by the application of high magnetic field.
In the QH state, the bulk of the 2D electron system is insulating
and the edges are conducting with the dissipationless channels
called the chiral edge states. Figure 1a is a sketch of the QH states
of matter with such edge states. For the top edge, for example,
the electrons can only propagate to the right (defined as propa-
gating “forward” in the rest of the text) while for the other edge,
the electrons can only propagate to the left (defined as propagat-
ing “backward” in the rest of the text). In other words, electrons
are spatially separated into two different lanes located at the two
edges of the sample, with different directions of their movement.
Due to such separation in real space, in sufficiently large sample
where the overlap between two edge states is negligible, backscat-
tering of the electrons along the edges is forbidden, as there are
simply no counter-propagating modes that are physically pre-
sented near any of the chiral modes. Such separation is achieved
with two preconditions: 1) the existence of the chiral edge states,
2) an insulating bulk. These conditions can be achieved in ul-
trahigh mobility 2D electron systems under high magnetic field
at sufficiently low temperature. Examples of such ultrahigh mo-
bility 2D electron systems are 2D electron gas at the interface
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of semiconductors[2] or insulators,[3,4] and
charge carriers in 2D materials, such as
graphene,[5] black phosphorus,[6] InSe,[7]

and certain semiconducting transition
metal dichalcogenides.[8,9] Recently, certain
thin films of 3D materials with high mo-
bility also exhibit QH effect.[10–12] Although
such dissipationless edge states itself is
highly desirable in electronic circuits,
the general requirement of strong mag-
netic field and low temperature limits its
practical applications.
Can one realize a state of matter with in-

sulating bulk and highly conductive edge
states, without applying amagnetic field? The quantum spinHall
(QSH) state,[13–17] predicted by Kane,Mele, and Zhang,[18–21] is ex-
actly such a state ofmatter promised to have the above-mentioned
properties. A simplified schematic of a system in a QSH state is
shown in Figure 1b. An example of QSH band structure is shown
in Figure 2. Comparing with QH states, the edge states in a QSH
insulator is spin-polarized. Take Figure 1b as an example, the top
edge contains one spin-up mode propagating forward and one
spin-down mode propagating backward; conversely, the bottom
edge contains one spin-downmode propagating forward and one
spin-upmode propagating backward. Due to the fact that the spin
of the electrons/holes in these modes is locked with its velocity,
or the direction of propagation, such configuration of electronic
modes is called the “helical edge states.” Such helical edge states
have a net transport of spin forward along the top edge and a net
transport of spin backward along the bottom edge, just like a net
transport of charge in the QH states. Both the QH states and the
QSH states are topological states of matter. Different from the
chiral edge states in QH systems, the helical edge states in QSH
systems are protected under time-reversal (TR) symmetry, thus
backscattering by nonmagnetic impurities is forbidden. Further-
more, such edge states are robust against the geometry disorder
of the sample edges and other perturbation effects,[18,22] which is
topologically protected and described by Z2 invariant.[18,23] Thus,
the QSH state of matter is also called 2D topological insulator.
Even though TR symmetry could be broken by fluctuations or the
existence of magnetic impurities, such TR symmetry protected
edge states could provide a route to quantum electronic devices
with low dissipation.
The absence of backscattering in QH edge states can be un-

derstood as there is no opposite moving state in one edge. Al-
though a QSH edge contains both forward and backwardmoving
states, backscattering under TR symmetry is also forbidden. Such
effect can be compared to the so-called “antireflection coating”.
Figure 3a,b show two scattering paths of an electron in a QSH
edge. In both scattering paths, the electron is scattered from the
forwardmoving edge state to the backwardmoving state by a non-
magnetic impurity. Since these two paths are TR counterparts,
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Figure 1. Sketches of quantum Hall edge states and quantum spin Hall
edge states. Red and blue lines are edge states. Arrows along the lines in-
dicate carriers’ moving direction in such edge states. a) In quantum Hall
state, the bulk is insulating and the edge states are chiral. The top edge
contains only forward moving states and the bottom edge contains only
backward moving states. b) In quantum spin Hall state, the bulk is insu-
lating and the edge states are helical. Each edge contains both forward
moving and backward moving edge states with different spin (Kramers
pairs, actually).

Figure 2. 1D energy bands for a strip of graphene. The gap is opened
by spin–orbit coupling. The bands crossing the gap are spin filtered edge
states. Inset: a strip of graphene. Reproduced with permission.[19] Copy-
right 2005, APS.

under TR symmetry, the electron wavefunctions after moving
along these two scattering paths are differed with a phase of 180°
and interfere destructively.[13] In close analogy with antireflec-
tion coating in optics, the backscattered electron wavefunctions
in the QSH edge states are expected to be completely canceled,
which leads to the perfect transmission of electrons at the pres-
ence of nonmagnetic impurities. If the TR symmetry is broken,
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Figure 3. Sketches of scattering process of quantum spinHall edge states.
A quantum spin Hall edge state can be scattered into its counterpart in
two directions by a nonmagnetic impurity (black cross), shown in (a) and
(b). The two paths are time-reversal counterparts and they interfere de-
structively. As a result, backscatterings in quantum spin Hall edges are
forbidden.
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Figure 4. Sketches of 1D band structure. Schematic band structure in a)
quantum spin Hall edges and b) 1D spinful system. (a) Solid lines and
dash lines represent the top edge and the bottom edge, respectively. For a
single edge, only one Kramers doublet appear at a given Fermi surface. (b)
Even numbers of Kramers doublets appear at a given Fermi surface except
at the extremum points.

such as under a magnetic field or if the impurity carries a mag-
netic moment, these two scattering paths are no longer linked by
TR symmetry. Thus, the two scattered wavefunctions cannot in-
terfere destructively and backscattering is no longer forbidden.
It is worthwhile to point out that there are helical edge states
with broken TR symmetry that are also coined “QSH states.”[24,25]

These “QSH states” are protected by other symmetries (such as
U(1) symmetry of spin rotations,[24] combined symmetry of TR
and primitive-lattice-translation[25], etc.) instead of solely the TR
symmetry. The protectionmechanisms in these “QSH states” are
similar to the previously mentioned “antireflection coating.” As
the two scattering paths are linked by an inversion under the pro-
tection symmetry, the backscattering wavefunction will interfere
destructively and the helical edge states are protected.
Edge states in a QSH system cannot be realized in 1D sys-

tems. Figure 4 is a sketch of the dispersion relation of QSH
edges (Figure 4a) and that of a spinful 1D system (Figure 4b).
Because the dispersion relation of any single state will need to
be degenerate at the two boundaries of the first Brillouin zone,
a forward moving channel always has a backward moving coun-
terpart with the same spin at any given Fermi surface. In QSH
systems, such counterpart is located at the other edge of the sam-
ple, thus the protection against backscattering for nonmagnetic
impurities is somewhat similar to the exponential protection
seen in Majorana modes at the two ends of a semiconductor

nanowire-superconductor heterostructure.[26] Comparing with a
spinful 1D electron system, QSH edge states can be regarded as
separating this 1D system into top and bottom edges of a 2D sys-
tem. Take Figure 4a as an example, if one follows the dispersion
relation marked by the solid red line from point A to point D
(the spin-up state at the top edge of the sample), the state did
not get back to the same energy (e.g., EA �= ED). The degener-
acy of point A and point D is fulfilled by the QSH states at the
other edge, which has a dispersion relation from point C to point
B (red dashed line in Figure 4a, EA = EC and EB = ED). Simi-
larly, for the spin-down state at the top edge, which is shown as
the blue solid line in Figure 4a, the degeneracy of this state at
the boundary of the first Brillouin zone is fulfilled together with
the spin-down state at the bottom edge (blue dashed line in Fig-
ure 4a). The concept and picture inQSHeffect can be generalized
to a 3D electron system, which is called (3D) topological insulator,
for which each surface contains half of the 2D Dirac fermions in
thematerial and the 3D bulk is insulating. It is firstly proposed[27]

and observed[28] in Bi1−xSbx.
It is worthwhile to point out that “spin-up” and “spin-down”

in QSH system is equivalent as calling it the “forward moving
state at one edge” and “backwardmoving state at the same edge.”
This is because QSH effect is originated from strong spin–orbit
coupling[19,20] and spin is no longer a good quantum number
in this case. What “spin-up/spin-down” really means is that the
helical edge states form Kramers pairs, and the band crossing
point for one edge in Figure 4a is called the Kramers point.
Kramers theorem points out that in a TR symmetric system
with half-integer total spin, each energy level is at least doubly
degenerated.[29] In QSH system, the double degeneracy repre-
sents forward moving and backward moving edge states.
Besides dissipationless electron channels, QSH effect attracts

great interest because it also provides solutions for quantum
computing. It is proposed that quantum computing can be
realized by Majorana bound states.[30] A QSH insulator cou-
pled with a superconductor as a Josephson junction has pre-
dicted to exhibit a fractional Josephson effect, which is re-
lated to Majorana fermions.[31] Moreover, a QSH edge coupled
with magnet/superconductor/magnet heterostructure is pro-
posed to be able to probe the Majorana bound states inside the
heterostructure.[32] Fractional QSH effect[33] is also predicted to
host Majorana bound states,[34–36] providing another way to real-
ize states for topological quantum computing.

2. Quantum Spin Hall Effect in Quantum Wells

QSH effect was firstly proposed in graphene.[19] Unfortunately,
due to the combined effect, that carbon has a small spin–orbit
coupling strength and the arrangement of the carbon atoms in
the planar honeycomb structure eliminates the spin–orbit cou-
pling effect to the first order, the overall spin–orbit coupling of
graphene is extremely small.[37,38] Calculations show that spin–
orbit coupling in graphene can open a gap at the Dirac point by
as much as 10−3 meV, which require a very low temperature of
T � 10 mK to observe QSH effect,[38] which is beyond the reach
of conventional cryogenic technology in solid state physics.
QSH effect was also independently proposed in semiconduc-

tors with strain gradients[20] or inverted band structures.[21] The
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Figure 5. Band structures of bulk HgTe, CdTe, and HgTe quantumwells. a) Bulk energy bands of HgTe and CdTe near the � point. b) The CdTe-HgTe-CdTe
quantum well in the normal regime (d < dc ) and inverted regime (d > dc ). Dash lines are quantum well subbands. In normal regime, �6 subband E1
is higher than �8 subband H1, which is the same as bulk CdTe. In inverted regime, �6 subband E1 is lower than �8 subband H1, which is inverted
compared with bulk CdTe. Due to such band inversion, helical edge states appear in HgTe quantum well’s band gap. Reproduced with permission.[21]

Copyright 2006, AAAS.

inverted band structure was realized in HgTe quantum wells[39]

and InAs/GaSb quantum wells.[40] This section reviews the main
experimental results in these twomaterial systems. The study has
also gone beyond 2D electronic systems and led to the discovery
of 3D topological insulators,[27,41] which is beyond the scope of
this article.

2.1. HgTe Quantum Wells

QSH was firstly experimentally realized in HgTe quantum
wells.[39] Ref. [21] proposed a general way for searching QSH in-
sulators and predicted HgTe quantum wells sandwiched by CdTe
layers are QSH insulators when the thickness d of the HgTe layer
is above a critical thickness dc. In the barrier material CdTe, the
important bands near the Fermi surface are an s-type �6 conduc-
tion band and a p-type�8 valence band. In thewellmaterialHgTe,
the band structure is inverted due to spin–orbit coupling and the
�6 band is lying below the �8 band. In the CdTe/HgTe/CdTe
quantum well, when HgTe is thinner than a critical thickness
dc = 6.3 nm, CdTe dominants the behavior of the quantum well.
In such case, the subbands of the HgTe quantum well would
order like those in CdTe, which means that the �6 subband is

lying above and the �8 subband, as shown in the left panel of
Figure 5b. On the other hand, when the thickness of the quan-
tum well is greater than the critical thickness dc, the influence of
HgTe dominants and the subbands in theHgTe quantumwell are
inverted, which means that the �6 subband becomes the valence
band, as shown in the right panel of Figure 5b. In this condition,
conducting states emerge at the bulk gap near the edge of the
sample where different spins are locked with modes prorogating
in different directions and at different edges of the sample. Such
conducting edge states are called helical edge states. However,
the confinement energy of quantum wells will decrease when
the thickness of the HgTe layer increases, and the unique proper-
ties of the HgTe quantum well will eventually disappear.[15] Thus,
QSH states were experimentally observed in samples with the
width of the HgTe layer in the range of d = 6.6 to 8.5 nm.[39,42–44]

At the critical thickness dc = 6.3 nm, the band gap of the HgTe
quantum well vanishes and magnetoresistance measurements
show that the carriers are massless Dirac fermions.[45,46]

QSH effect was firstly demonstrated by transport measure-
ment in HgTe quantum wells sandwiched by Hg0.3Cd0.7Te
barriers.[39] Devices were fabricated by molecular beam epitaxy
and defined in Hall bar geometry. Figure 6a shows the trans-
port results[39] of HgTe quantum wells. Trace I is the longitudinal
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Figure 6. Resistance of HgTe quantum wells. a) The longitudinal four-
terminal resistance of various quantum wells as a function of the gate
voltage measured for B = 0 T at T = 30 mK. I): d = 5.5 mm, normal.
II,III,IV): d = 7.3 nm, inverted. The device sizes are (20.0 × 13.3) µm2 for
devices I and II, (1.0 × 1.0) µm2 for device III, and (1.0 × 0.5) µm2 for de-
vice IV. In normal regime (I), HgTe quantum wells show insulating behav-
ior in the band gap. In inverted regime (II,III,IV), HgTe quantum wells are
edge conducting while the bulk are insulating. When the distance between
two electrodes is small enough to avoid the inelastic scatterings, break
the helical edge states into sections (III,IV), measured resistances fit with
the predicted value R = 2e2/h. Such value is independent with sample’s
width and temperature in quantum spin Hall regime. Inset: resistance of
two samples from the same wafer, having the same device size (III). b)
HgTe quantum well structure in ref. [39]. Reproduced with permission.[39]

Copyright 2007, AAAS.

four-terminal resistance of a normal (d < dc ) quantum well. In
the normal regime, subbands in the HgTe quantum wells are
not inverted. When the Fermi surface is lying in the gap, the
quantum well shows conventional insulating behavior, as trace
I demonstrated. Traces II, III, and IV are resistance of inverted
(d > dc ) quantum wells. In the inverted regime, when the Fermi
level is in the gap, the bulk becomes insulating while the edges
remain conducting due to the emergence of the QSH edge
states. Thus, the resistance of the whole sample in the gap is
dominated by the helical edge states and is significantly lower
than the not-inverted one. By applying the Landauer–Büttiker
formalism,[47] the residual conductance in the QSH gap can be
calculated.[21,22,42] In general, a single edge channel has a con-
ductance quanta of e2/h. In the Hall bar four-terminal config-
uration, the residual conductance should be G = 2e2/h as there
is one forward moving channel per edge. At the meantime, due
to the edge conduction configuration, the residual conductance
should be independent of the width of the samples unless the
two edges are too close so that they couple together and destroy
the QSH effect.[48] Though QSH edge states are protected by TR
symmetry and elastic backscattering is forbidden at the edges,

Figure 7. Magnetoconductance for HgTe quantum well in quantum spin
Hall regime. Four-terminal magnetoconductance of HgTe quantumwell in
quantum spin Hall regime as a function of magnetic field and its tilt angle
measured at T = 1.4 K. Device geometry: (20 × 13.3) µm2, d = 7.3 nm.
As the magnetic field breaks the time-reversal symmetry, backscatterings
are no longer forbidden and the edge conductance is suppressed. A strong
anisotropy is shown. Reproduced with permission.[39] Copyright 2007,
AAAS.

inelastic scatterings will break the edge states to sections. Thus,
predicted quantized residual conductance can only be observed
in small Hall bars where continuous edge states survive in such
a distance. Traces II, III, IV in Figure 6a come from different de-
vices with different sizes. The size of device II is 20.0× 13.3 µm2,
which is much larger than the inelastic mean free path in the de-
vice. As a consequence, the measured residual conductance is
smaller than the predicted value G = 2e2/h. Voltage probes dis-
tances in device III (1.0× 1.0 µm2) and IV (1.0× 0.5 µm2) are
close enough to show the helical edge conductance to be near
2e2/h, which is strong evidence of the existence of the QSH
states.
When applying amagnetic field to the sample,mixing between

the two conduction channels at the same edge is nonzero and a
Zeeman gap opens at the Kramers point of the edge states. In this
situation, as the TR symmetry is broken, backscattering between
the edge states is no longer forbidden, leading to a suppression
of the residual conductance. Figure 7 shows magnetoresistance
data[39] of the inverted HgTe quantum well in the gap. A sharp
conductance peak is observed for perpendicular magnetic field.
However, the residual conductance is less sensitive under a par-
allel magnetic field, which is originated from the fact that the
Zeeman gap in a parallel magnetic field is two orders of magni-
tude smaller than that in a perpendicular magnetic field in the
given sample.[39]

It is worth noting that in the QSH regime, transport measure-
ment results correlate strongly with measurement configura-
tions. Take amulti-terminal device shown in the inset of Figure 8,
for example,[42] in a two-terminal resistance measurement con-
figuration, R14,14 = 3h/2e2 (here, R14,14 means that current is
injected between contacts 1 and 4, and voltage is measured be-
tween the same two contacts). Meanwhile, in a four-terminal re-
sistance measurement configuration, R14,23 = h/2e2 (here, R14,23

means that current is injected between contacts 1 and 4, and
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Figure 8. Nonlocal resistances of inverted HgTe quantumwells. Four- and
two-terminal nonlocal resistance as a function of gate voltage in an HgTe
Hall bar. The dash lines indicate the predicted resistance values in quan-
tum spin Hall regime calculated by Landauer–Büttiker formalism. The in-
sets show geometry of the devices and the measurements configurations.
The yellow areas are gates. The nonlocal resistances fit well with the pre-
dictions, which is an unambiguous evidence of helical edge states. Repro-
duced with permission.[42] Copyright 2009, AAAS.

voltage is measured between contacts 2 and 3).[39,42] If one
chooses to inject current and detect voltage at the same edge of
the sample, in a two-terminal configuration, R13,13 = 4h/3e2;
while in a four-terminal configuration, R13,54 = h/3e2. All the
measurement results are consistent with the calculation of the
Landauer–Büttiker formalism in a QSH system. These nonlocal
results in different multiterminal geometries give an unambigu-
ous evidence of the existence of the helical edge states.[42]

Apart from the conventional resistance measurement, edge
conduction can also be examined via transport measurements
in the Josephson junction geometry.[43] In general, a Josephson
junction is characterized by measuring magnetic field B depen-
dence of the critical supercurrent IC. In ref. [43], a two-terminal
Josephson junction composed by a rectangular HgTe quantum
well located between two titanium/aluminum leads was fabri-
cated. The dependence of IC versus B of such device provides
information for the distribution of supercurrent in the quantum
well. When there is only edge conduction without bulk contribu-

tion, the IC versus B curve has a sinusoidal double-slit pattern;
when edge conduction coexists with some bulk conduction, a
pronounce Fraunhofer interference peak shows up at the zero B
field; when edge conduction is overwhelmed by bulk conduction,
the IC versusB curve completely recovers the Fraunhofer interfer-
ence pattern. Edge conduction can also be examined by imaging
current distribution directly using a scanning superconducting
quantum interference device (SQUID) with �3 µm spatial reso-
lution, which reports a regime that edge channel coexists with a
conducting bulk.[44]

2.2. InAs/GaSb Quantum Wells

To observe the QSH effect in HgTe quantum wells, precise
growth control in theMBEprocess is required, and the device fab-
rication process is also highly challenging, as a result of the high
volatility of Hg. Furthermore, HgTe is not a conventional quan-
tum well material and only a few research groups can grow it.
Suchmaterial issues have prevented fast development of the fun-
damental understanding and application of QSH states in HgTe
quantum wells.
InAs/GaSb quantum wells, on the other hand, are more con-

ventional and were also predicted to be QSH insulators shortly
after the prediction of QSH states in HgTe quantum wells.[49]

The p-like valence band edge of GaSb is higher than the s-like
conducting band edge of InAs, which provides the mechanism
for man-made band inversion, in contrast to the heavy reliance
on spin–orbit coupling in HgTe quantum wells. As can be seen
in Figure 9a, in this new recipe, the electron subband and hole
subband are separated in two layers. Electron subband in InAs
(E1) and hole subband in GaSb (H1) can be shifted by changing
the thickness of the quantum well, giving people more control
over the electronic system. In certain range of thickness, the band
edge of E1 is lower than band edge of H1, which is called the in-
verted regime of the InAs/GaSb quantumwells. In such inverted
regime, when moving away from the band edge (e.g., at finite k),
the energy of E1 andH1 will cross at some point. The mixing be-
tween these two subbands at the degenerate points opens a hy-
bridization gap Eg, which constitutes the bulk gap of the QSH
insulator (see Figure 9b). The topological nature of InAs/GaSb
quantum wells is more sensitive to the thickness of InAs layer
d2, as shown in Figure 9c. As an example, GaSb layer thickness
is set to d1 = 10 nm. The quantumwell will be a normal insulator
when d2 < 9 nm and a QSH insulator when d2 > 9 nm. Switch-
ing on and off theQSH states by gate voltage was also proposed in
InAs/GaSb quantum wells devices, as shown in Figure 9d. Here,
“OFF” in such devices means that the insulating gap is topolog-
ically trivial and the Fermi level lies inside the gap. On the other
hand, “ON” means that the Fermi level lies inside a topologically
nontrivial gap and carriers move along the QSH dissipationless
edges.
Unfortunately, studies show that in inverted InAs/GaSb

quantum wells, the bulk remain conducting at milli-Kelvin
temperatures[50,51] though the predicted QSH gap is large enough
for QSH effect to be observed in such temperatures.[49] Nonethe-
less, various attempts weremade to obtain experimental evidence
for the existence of the helical edge states in InAs/GaSb quantum
wells among the signal of a mildly conducting bulk. In ref. [51],
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Figure 9. Theoretical predictions of InAs/GaSb quantum well. a) Band gap diagram for InAs/GaSb quantum well with AlSb barriers. The solid lines
are bulk band edges and the dash lines are InAs/GaSb quantum well subbands. The E1 subband is localized in the InAs layer and the H1 subband is
localized in the GaSb layer. b) Schematic band structure diagram. Hybridization between E1 and H1 opens the gap Eg. c) The energy gap Eg variation in
d1–d2 plane, where d1 and d2 are the thickness of GaSb layer and InAs layer, respectively. NI (normal insulator) and QSH (quantum spin Hall) denote
the phase in the corresponding region. In the NI region, subband E1 is higher than H1. In the QSH region, the band edge of E1 sinks below that of H1
where the band is inverted. d) Phase diagram of InAs/GaSb quantum well (d1 = d2 = 10 nm, barrier thickness = 30 nm) for different front and back
gate voltages. Regions I, II, III are in the inverted regime and IV, V, VI are in the normal regime. In regions II and V, the Fermi surface is in the bulk gap.
By applying gate voltages, the InAs/GaSb quantum wells can be tuned from region II to region V, which means turn “OFF” the quantum spin Hall edge
states. Reproduced with permission.[49] Copyright 2008, APS.

resistance in the inverted gap as a function of sample length and
width is measured. The measured resistance is a parallel com-
bination of bulk resistance and edge resistance. Bulk resistance
can be estimated by measuring long QSH samples. By subtract-
ing the estimated bulk conductance, a clear value of quantized
conductance is shown. In ref. [52], using superconducting elec-
trodes, Andreev conductance peaks that are consistent with An-
dreev reflection of the helical edge states are observed. Nonlocal
measurements[53,54] of InAs/GaSb quantum wells also give evi-
dence for the existence of edge conduction channels.
In order to enable direct measurement of quantized conduc-

tance plateaus of the QSH edge states without the need to do
background subtractions, one obvious way is, of course, to en-
hance the hybridization gap Eg; a subtler method is to create a
transport gap through interaction effects or through localization
of the bulk conduction electrons. We shall review experimental
attempts in both directions.
Changing the thickness of the InAs layer can tune the po-

sition of the subband in the quantum well. During this tun-
ing, the quantum well changes from conventional insulator to
shallowly inverted insulator, then deeply inverted insulator.[53,55]

The hybridization gap and observe a gap resistance close to
h/2e2.[53] Ref. [56] reported a suppression of bulk conductance in
InAs/GaSb quantum wells using dual-gate configuration. With a
more insulating bulk, single edge resistance h/e2 is observed.

Ref. [40] reported the realization of QSH conductance plateau
using the secondmethod: the authors use Si to dope the interface
betweenGaSb and InAs during theMBE growth (see Figure 10a).
The Si dopants act as impurities and localize the conducting bulk
states at sufficiently low temperature, making the bulk truly in-
sulating so that the edges are the only conducting channels. The
nonmagnetic Si dopants have little effects on theQSHedge states
because of the topological protection. Figure 10b shows quan-
tized conductance plateaus in such devices. The quantization is
better than other reported QSH conductance plateaus, giving a
strong direct evidence of the existence of the helical edge states
and indicating a good topological protection of such states. Note
that there are two gaps in such samples: Si-doping-induced lo-
calization gap and hybridization-induced gap (QSH gap). Direct
imaging of current distribution in Si-doped InAs/GaSb quantum
wells confirms the existence of an insulating bulk and conduct-
ing edges.[57]

Temperature-dependent resistance measurements show lo-
calization behavior at low temperature while the QSH gap
is revealed at relatively higher temperature. When nonzero
magnetic field is applied, however, the expected suppression (see
Section 2.1) of the QSH conductance plateau is not observed. In-
stead, the conductance plateaus in such devices increase when
perpendicular magnetic field is applied, which is different from
the behavior ofHgTe quantumwells.[39] Under in-planemagnetic
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Figure 10. Conductance of Si doped InAs/GaSb quantum well in quantum spin Hall regime. a) Sketch of InAs/GaSb quantum well geometry and band
structure. Si doped the interface between InAs and GaSb, make the bulk truly insulating at sufficient low temperature. b) Four-terminal conductance
as a function of gate voltage. Wide conductance plateaus quantized to 2e2/h and 4e2/h are shown (for two different device configurations), indicating
a strong topological protection of quantum spin Hall edge states. Inset: temperature dependence of conductance plateau values. The quantized value
persists to 4 K. Reproduced with permission.[40] Copyright 2015, APS.

field, the QSH conductance plateaus in such devices persist up
to 12T, which challenges common understanding of the QSH ef-
fect. Ref. [58] used Ga sourcematerial with relatively low purity in
the MBE process to reduce the conductivity of the bulk; however,
the conductance quanta was not observed.
Ref. [55] reported the experimental effort along the first direc-

tion (e.g., enhancing the hybridization gap Eg) using strain engi-
neering. In this work, strain was induced by alloying GaSb with
InSb because their lattice constants are different. The strained
quantum wells, InAs/Ga1−xInxSb, have larger hybridization
gap compared with unstrained InAs/GaSb quantum wells. By
measuring the temperature-dependent conductance of edgeless
Corbino devices, the hybridization gap is fitted to be �250 K
for the InAs/Ga0.68In0.32Sb quantum wells. The h/2e2 resistance
plateau in this system is shown in Figure 11. Such plateau was

observed in a 10× 5 µm2 Hall bar, significantly larger than other
QSH devices.[39,59] Under a perpendicular or in-plane magnetic
field, the edge resistance increases in strained InAs/GaInSb
quantumwells, which is consistent with theoretical expectations.
As a side note, the helical edge states in Si doped InAs/GaSb

quantum wells show behavior of strong interaction. In the
strongly interacting regime, the correlated two-particle backscat-
tering processes break the helical edge state into segments, which
is called “helical Luttinger liquid.”[60–62] Such processes reduce
residual conductance from a temperature-independent quan-
tized value to a power-law function of temperature, G ∝ Tα .[62]

Ref. [63] reports an exponent α ≈ 0.32 with a small excitation
current I = 0.1 nA (see Figure 12). The quantized QSH conduc-
tance plateau will recover when applying a larger excitation cur-
rent (or a larger bias voltage), as the large bias voltage “smooth”

Figure 11. Resistance and its magnetic field response of strained InAs/GaSb quantum well in quantum spin Hall regime. Four-terminal resistance of
strained-layer InAs/GaInSb quantum well as a function of gate voltage under a) perpendicular and b) in-plane magnetic field in quantum spin Hall
regime. The plateau resistances are close to h/2e2 at zero field and increase when a magnetic field (< 5 T) is applied. At higher magnetic field, the
plateau values decrease, which can be explained as a transition from helical edge states to chiral edge states. Inset: the resistance of charge neutral point
as a function of perpendicular magnetic field. Reproduced with permission.[55] Copyright 2017, APS.
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Figure 12. Luttinger liquid behavior in quantum spin Hall edge states.
Temperature dependence of edge conductance in Si doped InAs/GaSb
quantum well. The straight line indicates a power-law behavior Ḡ x x ∝
T 0.32 for small excitation current, in contrast with helical edge conduc-
tance under large excitation current, which is temperature-independent
under sufficient low temperature. This behavior can be explained as
electron–electron interaction breaks the helical edge into segments. Re-
produced with permission.[63] Copyright 2015, APS.

the potential barriers that cut the edge state into segments and
destroy the helical Luttinger liquid state.
By applying a vertical electric field, the quantum well can be

tuned between conventional insulator and QSH insulator.[49] The
predicted “ON” and “OFF” of theQSH effect in InAs/GaSb quan-
tum wells are demonstrated in refs. [64,65]. In these works, such
transition is demonstrated by a large enhancement/depression
of the resistance for samples in the hybridization gap. However,
the predicted QSH resistance plateau is not observed in their
works. Ref. [66] reports trivial edge channels in trivial regime of
InAs/GaSb quantum wells, which may be confused with QSH
edge states.

3. Quantum Spin Hall Effect in Layered Materials
and Thin Films

The discovery of graphene[5] opened the door of 2D materials re-
search; and interestingly, the quest for QSH effect also started
from graphene.[19] Even though graphene in itself does not have
the physical conditions necessary to support realistic QSH states,
and even though semiconductor quantum well systems have
taken the trophy of being the first experimentally realized QSH
systems, the 2D materials and thin film material family is catch-
ing up fairly quickly. 2D QSH materials with strong experimen-
tal evidence includes monolayer WTe2,[59,67] Bismuthene,[68] and
Na3Bi ultrathin film.[69] There are also attractive theoretical pro-
posals of QSH materials[70–72] such as other monolayer transi-
tion metal dichalcogenides MX2 (M = (W, Mo) and X = (Te,
Se, S)),[73] graphene heterostructures with strong spin–orbit cou-
pling 2D materials,[74] etc. Measurements at the step edges of
bulk materials also provide evidence of the existence of edge
conduction.[75–77] This section mainly reviews experimental re-
sults of these materials.

3.1. Transition Metal Dichalcogenides

Monolayer transition metal dichalcogenides MX2 (M = (W, Mo)
and X = (Te, Se, S)) possess several atomic structures, such
as 1T, 1T ′, and 2H (or 1H for emphasizing the monolayer
form),[78–80] among which, the QSH effect was predicted in a
number of monolayer 1T ′-MX2.[73,81] Figure 13 shows the calcu-
lation results[73] of 1T ′- MX2. The band structure near the � point
shows the camelback shape, suggesting band inversion with an
inverted gap 2δ. In 1T- MX2, the conducting band consists of the
d-orbitals of the transitionmetal atoms and the valence band con-
sists of the p-orbitals of the chalcogen atoms. It is shown that
in these materials, the 1T crystal structure is susceptible to a
spontaneous lattice distortion in the x direction to form a period-
doubling 2× 1 distorted structure (called 1T ′). Such distortion is
found[73] to cause the inversion of the d-orbitals and p-orbitals.
Although the ground state of MX2 is the 2H phase except for
WTe2, 1T ′-MX2 is metastable and there is an energy barrier be-
tween it and the 2H phase (see Figure 14a). Such energy barrier,
together with the interaction between thin flake crystals and the
substrate, could contribute to the fact that 1T ′-MX2 crystals can
be directly synthesized;[82–84] in addition, the conversion from the
2H phase to the 1T ′ phase and its reverse process are both pos-
sible via similar physical treatment, such as thermal annealing
and laser irradiation.[85,86] Specifically, in ref. [82], it is reported
that high-phase-purity 1T ′-MoS2 and MoSe2 crystals can be syn-
thesized and be exfoliated into 1T ′ thin flakes. Then, these flakes
can then be converted to the 2H phase by thermal annealing or
by laser irradiation. In two other experiments, it is reported that
2H-MoTe2[85] and MoS2[86] can be converted to the 1T ′ phase by
laser irradiation. In ref. [85], 2H-MoTe2 ismechanically exfoliated
into multilayer flakes. Laser irradiation reduces the flake thick-
ness and the phase transition between 2H and 1T ′ phase occurs
at the top layer of the irradiated area. The thinning down pro-
cess continued until few-layer 1T ′-MoTe2 crystals remain on the
substrate, which may be protected by heat dissipation to the sub-
strate. Such 1T ′-MoTe2 is reported to be stable up to 300 °C. This
technique is also performed on 2H-MoS2 with similar results.[86]

Monolayer 1T ′-WTe2 was initially calculated[73] to be a
semimetal, with a negative fundamental bulk gap evident in Fig-
ure 13c. This is less desirable since such band structure would
mean that the helical edge states will be mixed with the con-
ducting bulk states, and would be difficult to detect and to ex-
plore. The authors of ref. [73] proposed to open a positive gap
by strain, which could be achieved by appropriate substrates or
capping layers (see Figure 14b).[73,87] Later on, a hybrid func-
tional calculation is performed to show that, after considera-
tion of many-body interactions and spin–orbit coupling, mono-
layer 1T ′-WTe2 actually has a large and positive band gap.[88]

Experimentally, after some early attempts[88,89] on thin WTe2
flakes, the insulating bulk and conducting edges are confirmed
by angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES) study,[67] scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM)/scanning tunneling spectroscopy
(STS) studies,[67,90] SQUID current imaging study,[91] and resis-
tivity measurement.[59,92]

As the most recent progress, clear quantized resistivity
plateaus in monolayer 1T ′-WTe2 were reported in ref. [59]. Re-
sistivity measurements were performed in a specially designed
device geometry that overcome the electrical contact problem
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Figure 13. Calculated band structures of 1T ′ transition metal dichalcogenides. a) Band structure of 1T ′-MoS2. Inset: band structures with (dash) and
without (solid) spin–orbit coupling. Near the � point, the valence band mainly consists of d-orbitals and the conduction band mainly consists of p-
orbitals. b) Brillouin zone. The locations of the fundamental gap (Eg) are marked by red dots. c) Fundamental gap (Eg) and inverted gap (2δ) of all six
1T ′-MX2 (M = tungsten or molybdenum and X = tellurium, selenium, or sulfur). d) Edge density of states. e) Local density of states near at the � point
as a function of distance away from the edge. Reproduced with permission.[73] Copyright 2014, AAAS.

in the QSH regime using a combination of global top and lo-
cal bottom gates, as shown in Figure 15a.[59] The graphite top
gate dopes a monolayer WTe2 flake to the bulk-metallic state, en-
suring ohmic contact whereas the local bottom gates tune part
of the WTe2 flake into the QSH regime. Such device structure

could effectively create a serial connection of one or a few high
resistance sections in the QSH gapped regime with the major-
ity of the sample in the low resistance (bulk-metallic) regime. As
the defined QSH part is a short transport channel (�100 nm),
such design also ensures that the signal from a continuous edge

Figure 14. Structure stability and band gap tuning of monolayer transition metal dichalcogenides. a) Relative total energy per MX2 as a function of
fractional reaction coordinate. All MX2 monolayers except WTe2 are more stable in 2H structure. b) Effect of biaxial strain on fundamental gap (Eg) and
inverted gap (2δ). Negative Eg indicatesmetal and positive Eg indicates insulator. Monolayer WTe2 without strain is metal, whichmeans the bulk remains
conducting in quantum spin Hall regime. However, a small strain can open a gap in monolayer WTe2, which can be realized by substrate. Reproduced
with permission.[73] Copyright 2014, AAAS.
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Figure 15. Resistance of monolayer 1T ′-WTe2. a) Schematic of WTe2 de-
vice structure. b) Offset resistance (�R = R(Vc ) − R(Vc = −1 V)) as a
function of local gate voltage (Vc ). The right two curves are offset by +3 V
along the x axis. Resistance plateaus of h/2e2 are clearly shown, indicating
the channels doped by local gates are in quantum spin Hall states. Inset:
the resistance plateau height as a function of top gate voltage (Vtg). For
small Vtg, the carrier density in WTe2 is low and the measured plateau re-
sistance suffers from electrode contacts. Reproduced with permission.[59]

Copyright 2018, AAAS.

channel would be detected before the appearance ofmultiple seg-
ments in the helical edge states. Thus, when measuring resis-
tivity of the 1T ′-WTe2 flake through the locally gated area, the
resistivity changes from the highly doped limit to a quantized
value �R = h/2e2 in the QSH regime (see Figure 15b). Using
a series of local gates that define different QSH channel length,
a length-dependent study of resistivity change �R rule out the
possibility that trivial edge modes contributed to this quan-
tized conductance value at a particular length (see Figure 15c).
Figure 16 plots the magnetic field dependence and tempera-
ture dependence of the QSH edge conductance.[59] Suppression
of channel’s conductance was observed when applying a mag-
netic field. This suppression can be understood as the magnetic
field opening a Zeeman gap at the Kramers degeneracy point of
the QSH edge states.[15] By performing temperature-dependence
magnetoconductancemeasurement, a Zeeman-type gap opening
is confirmed with an effective g-factor of�4.8. This is the first re-
port of Zeeman-type gap in the QSH regime. The �R = h/2e2

resistance plateau in WTe2 survives up to 100 K, which is above
liquid nitrogen temperature, makes the applications of the QSH
effect more practical. This result is consistent with ARPES and
STM measurements in which a large (�45 meV) bulk band gap
was observed in monolayer WTe2.[67,90]

Figure 16. Magnetic field and temperature dependence of edge conduc-
tance in 1T ′-WTe2. a) Edge conductance Gs as a function of magnetic
field B at selected local gate voltages Vc. The nonsaturating behavior in-
dicates the Fermi surface is in the Zeeman-like gap in quantum spin Hall
edge states, as shown in insets I and II. b) Temperature dependence of
the edge conductance at selected local gate voltages. The quantum spin
Hall plateau survives up to 100 K. Inset: local gate dependence of off-
set resistance at various temperatures. The resistance plateau is roughly
temperature-independent up to 92 K. Reproduced with permission.[59]

Copyright 2018, AAAS.

Besides the physical edges of MX2, the 1T ′-2H lateral in-
terface can be regarded as the edge of 1T ′-MX2, as the 2H
phase is a semiconducting phase. Previously mentioned laser-
induced phase patterning technique can create hetero-phase ho-
mojunctions between 2H and 1T ′ phase. Measurements on
laser-patterned 1T ′-MoS2 show peak resistances near the heli-
cal edge transport value, where the edge is defined by the inter-
face between 1T ′ and 2H phases.[86] The existence of interface
edge states is confirmed by STS spectra and the peak resistance
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is temperature-independent below 25 K, which may point to the
existence of QSH states. However, resistance plateaus are not re-
ported, which may be due to sample’s roughness caused by the
laser irradiation process.

3.2. Other Materials

In addition to monolayer transition metal dichalcogenides MX2,
layered transitionmetal pentatelluride ZrTe5 andHfTe5 have also
been predicted as QSH insulators, with the added advantage of
low interlayer binding energies which facilitates the exfoliation of
the crystal down to the single layer.[93] The predicted 0.1 eV QSH
indirect band gap points to promising high-temperature appli-
cations of QSH states in these materials. Using STM/STS and
ARPES measurements, edge states were observed at the surface
step edges of bulk ZrTe5.[75,77] Some efforts have been made on
transport study of few-layer ZrTe5;[94,95] however, transport evi-
dence of QSH effect in ZrTe5 has not been reported.
Another direction in the search of QSHmaterials is to look for

graphene like materials with strong spin–orbit coupling. Calcu-
lations show that the honeycomb-layer materials using Si, Ge, Sn
have sufficiently large QSH gaps.[96–99] However, these materials
in freestanding form suffer from poor chemical stability. Prac-
tically, a supporting substrate is required. For example, silicene
can be synthesized on Ag(111) surface.[100] Unfortunately, a con-
ducting substrate will short-circuit any edge states. Germanene
and stanene can be synthesized on semiconducting materials,
MoS2 and Bi2Te3, respectively.[101,102] However, the synthesized
samples are metallic, likely due to the strain from lattice con-
stant mismatch between the substrates and the samples, thus
the short-circuit problem remains. Bi14Rh3I9 is proposed to be
consisting of graphene-like QSH insulator layers sandwiched by
trivial insulator spacers.[103] Experimentally, a band gap has been
observed by ARPES which was interpreted to be the QSH gap
of the sample[103] and edge conduction channels are observed by
STS at the step edges of the bulk crystals of Bi14Rh3I9.[76]

Organic material is another class of predicted QSH materials,
which has complex 2D lattice geometry. Generally, the building
blocks are organometallic compounds which consist of C-metal
and C─C bonds, such as Pb(C6H5)3.[104] In this particular
compound, Pb atoms form a honeycomb lattice and benzene
rings are inserted between adjacent Pb atoms with C-metal
bonds. The QSH gap is calculated to be �8.6 meV. Ni3C12S12 is
a predicted organic QSH material in Kagome geometry, which
has an SOC-induced gap �14 meV.[105] The Kagome lattice
of Cu-dicyanoanthracene is predicted to be an intrinsic QSH
insulator.[106] Here, intrinsic means that the Fermi surface is
near the QSH gap and heavy doping is not required to obtain
an insulating bulk. By replacing the metal atoms in organic
QSH materials, the QSH gap can be tuned[104–106] and quantum
anomalous Hall effect may be induced.[107] Synthesizing of such
metal–organic materials have been reported[108,109] but evidence
of the existence of QSH states is yet to be obtained.
Freestanding bismuthene is a trivial insulator. However, ac-

cording to calculation, when it is attached to proper substrates,
such as Si(111) and SiC(0001), it could turn into a QSH
insulator.[110,111] The substrate converts the topological trivial bis-

muthene into a QSH insulator, which is called “substrate or-
bital filtering effect”. Such QSH edge states are examined in ref.
[68]. ARPES measurement shows that the band gap in this sys-
tem is �0.43 eV, while STS study confirms the existence of edge
conducting channels. However, the topological character of the
edge states is yet to be confirmed. Similar mechanism can be
extended to other systems, such as trigonal Au on GaAs(111) sur-
face, which is predicted to have a QSH gap of �73 meV.[112]

Monolayer FeSe has been predicted to host helical edge
states[25,113] and the existence of edge conduction channels is ex-
perimentally identified by ARPES and STS measurements.[25]

In this system, TR symmetry is broken but the symmetry
of combined TR and primitive-lattice-translation is preserved,
which protects the edge states. This unconventional “QSH state”
is called antiferromagnetic (AFM) QSH state. STS measure-
ments show the existence of edge states along [100] and [11̄0]
directions.[25] Similar edge states are also reported in the do-
main boundaries of FeSe.[114] Freestanding monolayer FeSe is
predicted to be an intrinsic AFM QSH insulator, which means
that the Fermi surface is in the SOC gap. Experimentally, the
substrate SrTiO3(001) dopes the sample and the SOC gap lies
under the Fermi surface.[25] As FeSe/SrTiO3 is reported to be
a superconductor with high Tc,[115,116] it is possible to build a
superconductor-AFM QSH insulator junction using one mate-
rial. Furthermore, a quantum anomalousHall (QAH) state is pro-
posed to exist in monolayer FeSe under laser irradiation, which
may provide opportunity in generatingMajorana fermions in this
material.[117]

Apart from layered or 2D materials, several 3D materials were
predicted to be QSH insulators at the ultrathin form, such as
Bi,[118,119] transition metal oxide Na2IrO3,[120] Si2Te2,[121] as well as
3D topological Dirac semimetals Cd3As2[122] and Na3Bi.[123] Re-
cently, QSH effect was observed in mono- and bilayer films of
Na3Bi.[69] Few-layer Na3Bi(001) was grown on Si(111) substrate,
which has been demonstrated to have “ON” and “OFF” features
by applying vertical electric field (see Section 2.2 for discussions
on driving the transition between topologically nontrivial and
topologically trivial states in QSHmaterials). Figure 17b plots the
bandgap as a function of the electric field applied perpendicular
to the Na3Bi ultrathin film. The bandgap is extracted from the
STS spectra and a critical electric field ≈ 1.1 V nm−1 is shown
above which the material will turn into a trivial insulator. The
electric field is tuned by changing the distance between the STM
tip and the Na3Bi ultrathin film.[69]

4. Creating Quantum Spin Hall States in Graphene

As mentioned in earlier sections, QSH effect is firstly predicted
in graphene.[19] Unfortunately, due to the weak spin orbit cou-
pling, QSH effect in pristine graphene can only be observed at
temperature T � 0.01 K according to the estimation in ref. [37].
Thus, the majority of effort in the field has been focused on other
materials with stronger spin–orbit coupling[39,59] or with pecu-
liar band alignment configurations.[40] Nonetheless, a substan-
tial amount of attention in the field has remained focused on
the study of graphene, which is not completely out of a sensa-
tion of reminiscence. Graphene still has an edge in the search
for QSH candidate, because of its high crystal quality,[124] high
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Figure 17. Bandgap in ultrathin Na3Bi and edge state behavior under elec-
tric field. a) dI /dV spectra taken near the step edge of bilayer Na3Bi
to Si(111) substrate (blue) and in the bulk of bilayer Na3Bi (black). The
spectrum at edge is quite different from that at bulk, indicating existence
of edge states. b) Bandgap extracted from dI /dV spectra as a function
of electric field. Squares and triangles represent monolayer and bilayer
bandgap, respectively. The electric field is controlled by tip-sample sep-
aration, as there is a difference in work function between the tip and the
sample. The electric field close the quantum spin Hall bandgap and re-
open it as a trivial insulator. Reproduced with permission.[69] Copyright
2018, Springer Nature.

electron/hole mobility,[125] chemical stability, high sensitivity to
interfacial tuning,[126] and an easy device fabrication process.
This section reviews works on realizing helical edge states in
graphene.

4.1. Adatoms and Decoration

Some adatoms on graphene can be regarded as spin–orbit cou-
pling or spin–orbit scattering sources.[127,128] This can be under-
stood by considering the process that an electron in graphene
tunnels into an adatom, then returns to the graphene. If the tun-

neling process is spin-dependent, it can locally enhance spin–
orbit coupling. Spin–orbit coupling in graphene includes intrin-
sic coupling which induces QSH effect and Rashba coupling
which prevents QSH effect.[19] In order to increase QSH temper-
ature in graphene, the adatoms should mainly induce intrinsic
(Kane–Mele type) spin–orbit coupling.[129] Theory predicted in-
dium and thallium adatoms could stabilize a robust QSH state
in graphene with only a few percent of coverage.[130,131] Osmium,
iridium adatoms and tellurium edge decoration-induced QSH ef-
fects are also predicted.[132,133] Transport studies of graphene with
indium adatoms[134,135] and iridium adatoms[136] were performed;
however, no evidence of QSH effect was reported, possibly due to
the clustering of adatoms[137,138] or surface contaminations. In-
deed, the adatom decoration process is realized by setting up an
evaporation source inside a conventional cryostat,[134,135] during
which the surface conditions of the graphene sample are less con-
trolled. Recently, a study on Bi2Te3 decorated graphene reports
resistivity peak values qualitatively agree with helical edge trans-
port result.[139] The authors attribute this behavior to spin–orbit
coupling induced by Bi2Te3.[140] QSH effect is also predicted in
graphene interacting with single crystal WS2 or WSe2.[74] Experi-
mentally, such heterostructures show promising features with a
substantial enhancement in the spin–orbit coupling strength in
graphene.[141–145]

4.2. Construct Helical Edge States by Landau Levels

The QH effect in graphene occurs up to room temperature for
its large Landau level (LL) gaps.[146] Unlike the QSH effect, the
edge states of QH effect propagate in one direction with their
spin states degenerated. Under a strong magnetic field, the edge
states will split into spin-up and spin-down states due to the Zee-
man effect. If an edge contains two edge states with different
spin and different propagating directions, it behaves like edge
states in the QSH effect and is protected by CT invariance (C
represents charge conjugation operation and T stands for the TR
operation).[147] The only difference is that such modes are not
supported by the spin–orbit coupling but by the strong magnetic
field. InQHeffect, the propagating direction is determined by the
types of charge carriers under the same static magnetic field. In
other words, helical edge states can be built by superimposing an
electron LL and a hole LL with different spin polarizations. This
can be realized in charge neutral graphene in a strong magnetic
field. LL at zero energy in graphene has fourfold degeneracy[148]

due to the spin and valley degrees of freedom. This LL is half-
filled for charge-neutral graphene. In strong magnetic field, the
zeroth LL splits due to the Zeeman effect and it is expected to
cause helical edge states at charge neutrality.
However, graphene at charge neutrality shows insulating be-

havior under a perpendicular magnetic field. This arises due to
an unexpected spin polarization which is called “quantum Hall
ferromagnetism.”[148] Since an in-plane magnetic field generates
Zeeman splitting without breaking other symmetry, a tilted mag-
netic field is proposed to realize helical edge states in graphene.
The perpendicular magnetic field should be small compared to
the parallel magnetic field so that the Zeeman splitting is dom-
inant compared with the symmetry breaking gap; on the other
hand, the perpendicular magnetic field should be large enough
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Figure 18. Conductance of ν = 0 state in graphene with an in-plane mag-
netic field. Conductance at perpendicular magnetic field B⊥ = 1.4 T as a
function of gate voltage at different total magnetic fields BT. The ν = 0
state is insulating at low in-plane magnetic field and gradually becomes
conducting as the in-plane magnetic field increases. The conductance
saturating at G ≈ 1.8e2/h at high magnetic field, which is close to heli-
cal edge conductance 2e2/h. Inset: charge neutral point conductance as
a function of BT at selected B⊥(0.75, 1.0, 1.4, 1.6, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 4.0 T). A
saturating behavior is shown. Reproduced with permission.[24] Copyright
2014, Nature Publishing Group.

so that the QH states are well defined. Though TR symmetry is
broken by magnetic field in this system, the helical edge states
are protected by U(1) symmetry of electron spin rotations.[24]

Ref. [24] reports an increasing conductance at the charge-
neutral point of single layer graphene in the QH regime with
increasing in-plane magnetic field (see Figure 18). The conduc-
tance stops increasing at G = 1.8e2/h for the largest magnetic
field they applied. Simultaneous capacitance measurement im-
plies that the bulk is insulating while the measured conductance
is nonzero. The authors concluded that such conductance is the
evidence of the existence of helical edge states.
Along the direction discussed in the first paragraph of Sec-

tion 4.2, one can also try to construct helical edge states using
twisted bilayer graphene. The twisted stacking decreases the in-
terlayer coupling, so that the edge states could be independent in
each layer. By applying perpendicular magnetic field and gating
one layer into the n = 1QHplateau and the other into the n = −1
QH plateau, a pair of helical edge states can be constructed.
Transport data[149] of such system is shown in Figure 19. The
backscattering between the two QH edge states is suppressed,
supported by the high conductance plateau at the (+1/−1) states.
In contrast, the conductance at the (+2/−2) states is much lower.
One advantage in this system is that the helical edge states can
be constructed by fractional QH edge states, which may pave the
way toward fractional QSH effect.
As can be seen from the above discussions, the methods to

construct QSH-like states under high magnetic field and high-

Figure 19. Conductance in graphene electron-hole quantumHall bilayers.
a) Schematic of edge states in graphene electron-hole bilayers. The bilayer
is twisted to reduce interlayer coupling. Both layers are in quantum Hall
states and charge neutral (νbottom = −νtop and νtot = νbottom + νtop = 0).
Such state is labeled as (νtop, νbottom). The (+1, −1) state can be re-
garded as helical edge state. b) Two-terminal conductance for νtot = 0 as
a function of displacement field at B = 4 T. The (+1, −1) state is conduc-
tive while the (+2, −2) state is insulating, indicating the backscattering
in this state is suppressed. c) Two-probe conductance in magnetic field-
displacement field plane. Dash line indicates νtot = 0 and contact resis-
tances are subtracted. Reproduced with permission.[149] Copyright 2017,
Springer Nature.

mobility graphene heterostructures, represented a powerful tech-
nique in controlling electronic system, and can form a basis for
mixing QSH effect with other mesoscopic concepts such as exci-
ton condensation.[150–153]

5. Conclusion

In summary, this article aims to provide an up-to-date review on
the exciting development of the quantum spinHall effect with an
emphasis in the material aspects. A clear trend in the field is that
substantial progress has been made with the synergetic efforts
from both the theoretical community and the experimental com-
munity. Newer, better materials drive the development in this sci-
entific area. In the future, it is expected that more QSH materi-
als will be discovered, and the temperature in which QSH effect
works will get higher. If everything progresses smoothly, the con-
struction of Majorana Fermions and topological quantum com-
putation using QSH-based heterostructures seems to be within
reach in the near future.
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